From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: FNC Water Strategy

Ignore last draft email mistakenly sent.
My contribution to Far North Coast Water Strategy is as follows:
Hi,
I'm a rural/residential dweller living in Lismore Shire.
I research permaculture by means of observing natural processes and promote
ecologically friendly local-area-produced bushcraft. I am environmental conservationist in the sense
of appreciating interconnectedness of fauna productivity and wild native animals issues.
I'm not particularly focussed on contemporary "Climate Science",
but do observe lithospheric, hydrospheric and solar effect on the weather,
on a daily basis and investigate onset of, and waning of, ice ages as related to rapid and dramatic
climate changes which come and go through vast time scales, .
I acknowledge the work done so far by DPIE in developing the Far North Coast Water Strategy
and its endeavours to address reliable water supply.
I want to reiterate, and raise with you my
objection to Rous Water, in North Coast, and its Dunoon Dam proposal.
Detracts from more worthy water harvesting projects from very small scale local community ones and
also housing development rainwater collection via rooftops and/or landscaping stormwater reservoirs
on larger scales at such housing estates.
Dunoon Dam proposal invokes riparian inundation of habitat of platypus, koala and native mammals.
Not acceptable.
Rous Water is an instrument that has at times transgressed into unwanted, unnecessary
funding burdens palmed off onto unsuspecting ratepayers.
I call into question the viability of its role viable into the future, given lack of restraint in demonstrating
ill-conceived forward planning gestures previously.
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wrote:

Hi,
Objection to Dunoon Dam proposal.
I research permaculture by means of observing nature and I produce and promote ecologically friendly
bushcraft value adding. I am environmentalist in the sense of the interconnectedness of wild native animals
to fauna ecology issues. I'm not particularly focussed on contemporary "Climate Science",
but do have steep interests in observing Lithospheric, hydrospheric and solar effect on the weather,
It detracts from more worthy water harvesting projects from very small scale local communities
to housing development rainwater collection from rooftops and/or landscaping stormwater reservoirs
on larger scales at such housing estates.
Dunoon Dam's potential riparian inundation of platypus, koala and native mammal habitat is not acceptable either.
Rous Water is an awkward instrument that often transgresses into unwanted and unnecessary funding
burdens it palms off onto unsuspecting ratepayers.
I do not see its role as viable into the future, given it has demonstrated reckless and inaccurate
forward planning gestures and action previously.

